Abstract


Coexistence between national minorities and major population is typical case for our country but even for many other countries since time out of mind. East Slovakia and its biggest town Košice are characterized by this mentioned phenomenon. Topic about solution of national minorities became dominating factor in town Košice and also in the whole country after the Second World War. The Bachelor’s thesis consists of four sections. In the first chapter of this Bachelor’s thesis we are concerned with history of town Košice since the very beginning until the 20th century and our consideration is focused on national conditions in each periods. The second chapter introduces term reslovakization which was bound to many parts of Slovakia including town Košice. The third part of that thesis constitutes of eviction, resettling and exchange Hungarian and German inhabitants from Slovakia after the Second World War and there is also described analogous situation in view of metropolis of east Slovakia - Košice. The main part of the final chapter are questionnaire and analyzing particular questions which belong to practical part of thesis. Questions used in questionnaire are about coexistence of several nationals groups in common area.

The main goal of Bachelor’s thesis is to bring closer national situation in Košice in post war era during the years 1945 – 1947 based on annals and information of the period press.
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